Career development fellowship
List of mentors

Sanjay Bhagani

**Institution:** Royal Free Hospital

**City:** London  **Country:** United Kingdom

**Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes:** Managing complex OIs in the context of HIV immunosuppression and viral hepatitis/liver disease in HIV+ patients

Antonella Castagna

**Institution:** Ospedale San Raffaele

**City:** Milan  **Country:** Italy

**Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes:** antiretroviral therapy with special attention to Highly Treatment Experienced Patients

Christine Katlama

**Institution:** Pitié-Salpêtrière University Hospital

**City:** Paris  **Country:** France

**Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes:** Management of HIV, pregnancy in HIV, sexual health and PREP, ART Therapeutic council, vaccination center. Active clinical research with around 25 ongoing clinical studies.

Justyna Kowalska

**Institution:** Hospital for Infectious Diseases in Warsaw

**City:** Warsaw  **Country:** Poland

**Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes:** Possible research should include revision of the problem within CEE region.
Karine Lacombe

Institution: Saint-Antoine University Hospital
City: Paris Country: France
Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes: HIV and coinfections including hepatitis, TB, STI, including clinical trials and cohort studies.

Jens D. Lundgren

Institution: Rigshospitalet, University of Copenhagen
City: Copenhagen Country: Denmark
Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes: CHIP’s areas of experience of expertise are diverse and include clinical cohort and randomized trial studies of HIV, viral hepatitis, TB and respiratory infections including influenza and SARS-CoV-2. Broad network of collaborative partners, with particular focus on Europe, including countries in the central and eastern regions. Designed WHO Collaborative center for these expertise areas and extensive collaboration with WHO-Europe and the ECDC.

Paddy Mallon

Institution: Mater Misericordiae University Hospital
City: Dublin Country: Ireland
Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes: Ageing in HIV, Comorbidities, Host Pathogen interactions.

Mariana Mardarescu

Institution: National Institute of Infectious Diseases "Prof. Dr. Matei Balș"
City: Bucharest Country: Romania
Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes: Paediatric and adolescents” HIV and MTCT, Romania being unique in Europe due to the long-term survivors’ cohort and of perinatally exposed new-borns with diverse pathologies.
Jean-Michel Molina

Institution: Saint-Louis and Lariboisière Hospitals
City: Paris Country: France
Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes: PrEP and STIs, treatment of HIV infection, co-infection TB/HIV

Cristina Mussini

Institution: University of Modena and Reggio Emilia
City: Modena Country: Italy
Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes: Immunopathology of HIV, Co-morbidities, Ageing and frailty, Treatment strategies, Impact of dolutegravir + lamivudine or biktarvi on CD4/CD8 ratio

Milosz Parczewski

Institution: Infectious Diseases and Hepatology Clinic, Pomeranian Medical University, District Hospital
City: Szczecin Country: Poland
Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes: COVID-19/HIV coinfection, phylogenetic studies (in collaboration with Dr Serwin from our lab), resistance in HIV and HCV, prep implementation as well as broader clinical aspects of HIV infection

Peter Reiss

Institution: Academic Medical Centre, University of Amsterdam
City: Amsterdam Country: Netherlands
Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes: Long-term complications in treated HIV in persons with HIV as they age. (https://agehiv.nl/en/)
Jürgen Rockstroh

Institution: University Hospital Bonn
City: Bonn Country: Germany
Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes: HIV and Hepatitis

Alison Rodger

Institution: University College London and Royal Free Hospital London
City: London Country: United Kingdom
Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes: Reducing rates of new HIV infections, HIV self-testing, improving the long-term health of people with HIV, and addressing health inequalities and HIV related stigma. Research methodologies include observational cohort studies, randomized trials and qualitative studies. Alison co-chairs the UK national PrEP guidelines as well as sitting on numerous other guideline and expert groups.

Caroline Sabin

Institution: University College London
City: London Country: United Kingdom
Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes: Statistical/epidemiological and with cohorts in HIV and ageing; clinical/epidemiological research focussed around data analysis.

Marcel Stoeckle

Institution: University Hospital Basel
City: Basel Country: Switzerland
Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes: To strengthen fellow's clinical skills. Management of HIV in difficult settings, Hepatitis C.
Linos Vandekerckhove

Institution: Ghent University Hospital
City: Ghent  Country: Belgium
Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes: HIV cure, reservoir research

Jaime Vera

Institution: Brighton and Sussex Medical School
City: Brighton  Country: United Kingdom
Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes: The HIV and Sexual Health group conducts clinical and basic research to improve prevention, diagnosis, treatment and management of people affected by HIV and Sexually Transmitted Infections (STIs). Our research aims to improve knowledge on Sexual Health and HIV to influence policy and improve clinical outcomes. Our researchers lead both local and international research programmes and collaborate on projects with European, African, South American, and Asian partners. Currently our focus is on three key themes: HIV ageing, comorbidities and the brain/ HIV and STD prevention and treatment/HIV and climate change.

Annemarie Wensing

Institution: University Medical Center Utrecht
City: Utrecht  Country: Netherlands
Areas of interest, expertise and active research programmes: HIV resistance and HIV latency and cure